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Generosity On The Line

Sign up for Remind phone updates at bit.ly/remind352
Class name is Local352
Follow our website — click the
“follow us” link on the website
and receive regular updates
flemingfacultyunion.org
New Facebook Page
FlemingFacultyUnionStrikePage
Follow us on twitter
@flemingfaculty

Frost shines solidarity and shows its generosity with the food drive on Halloween
It’s November 1st, the Day of the Dead in Mexico, originally an Aztec celebration
the Spanish moved to All Saints Day. They could not suppress it. Centuries later,
Mexico City held its first Day of the Dead parade, inspired by a James Bond movie
scene featuring 007 racing through a Day of the Dead parade. It’s not the intimate
observance of yesteryear, but this cannot suppress the heart of the celebration.
Unions also carry on and change a long tradition. Talk to older faculty. They will tell
you when there was no cap on the number of classes or the number of students in
classes. Imagine 20 hours of teaching. In the bigger picture, we have weekends, parental leave, health and safety and other victories that benefit all workers.
Standing up wasn’t easy then. It isn’t easy now. We now augment picket lines with
digital picketing—see “Zap” on page 4—but our picketing is part of a proud and
overlooked tradition that created contemporary Canada.

Riddle: P aul's is a tall butcher who wear s size 9 shoes. What’s he weigh?

Thanks to Victoria Orlandi, a student donating to students

Murray, a Pharmacy Tech student, takes Trudy’s Issues
& Diversity course to heart: do not sit silent. He donated
8 bags to the food drive. Thank you, Murray!

A former college president, Charles Pascal,
reflects on our strike:
“How part-timers are used and treated is at the crux of the
logjam — the consequence of the gross overuse of parttime employees represented by the union who now outnumber full-timers at most colleges. Am I sympathetic regarding the need to provide equitable support to parttimers who complement what full-timers do? Absolutely.
But when an institution relies too heavily on part-timers,
the results suffer from inconsistency of support for students
and the labour strife we are now witnessing.
Riddle
Answer:
Meat

While it is always important to bring in colleagues to complement what permanent faculty provide, I can understand
the cost-effective argument for a certain percentage of part
-time contract support, perhaps 25 per cent to 30 per cent;
but not good when the books are balanced on the backs of a
high number of these poorly compensated part-timers.”

Games and Distractions

Send photographs, articles & ideas to
local352website@flemingcollege.ca

Zap Queen’s Park !
Today, thousands of faculty from 24 colleges are filling Deb Matthews and Kathleen Wynne’s mailboxes. Click here to
do this. Super Vikki’s coding—see below—makes this effortless. Hoozah!

Super Vikki coding for the cause.
Coding! Even
without her cape
and superpower
bandana, she has
wizardly powers.
The rest of HQ is
focused and caffeinated, organizing buses, checques, media outreach, banners,
safety and much
inter-OPSEU
whatchamacallit
plus strategy big
and small.

Cris Rego brings sweet tasty ghosts to the line. She is
dressed as the Ghost of Collective Agreements past (I’d
recognize her anywhere). Ever fashion forward, your
newsletter notes that with our perseverance, many
precarious faculty of today may well enjoy sporting the
Collective Agreements of the future.

